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Job description 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Job title:  Production Manager  (Interpretation) 

Job family: Engagement, Learning and Entertainment  Job ref:   ELE028 

Job family definition 

Roles within the Engagement, Learning and Entertainment job family focus upon the Eden 
experience, providing interpretation activities, learning programmes, encounters and events, 
which engage, inspire and entertain, thus enhancing  individuals understanding, experience, 
skills and enjoyment.  

Role purpose 

To manage the production and delivery of the Eden Project Interpretation programme 
comprising permanent exhibits, artworks, capital arts projects, the seasonal live events 
programme and temporary exhibitions programme at, and occasionally beyond, the Visitor 
Destination.   

Key accountabilities 

1.  To project manage the production and delivery of Eden’s  Interpretation programme across 
its two main strands: 

• Permanent exhibits, artworks and capital arts projects 

• The seasonal live events programme and temporary exhibitions programme  
To lead, programme and project manage the production and delivery of the above 
including: internal communication, budget management, ensuring builds are done to 
specification, on time and to budget and management of contractors, artists and designers.  

2.  To work alongside, and deputise for, the Director of Interpretation as necessary.   

3.  To manage Eden’s in house Designer Maker team.  
4.  To take a strategic overview of the payroll and non-payroll budgets of the Interpretation 

team, manage the specifics of the exhibits budgets and assist with Eden Live budgeting. 
5.  To work with Directors on strategic planning, attend key meetings and present ideas on the 

Interpretation programme, both the permanent installations and the seasonal events 
programme, to the Directors and at strategic management meetings for sign off. 

6.  To research how others theatrically run visitor destinations and deliver  programmes, 
installations, exhibits and products that lead the field and new ways of thinking. 

7.  To work as a key member of the Interpretation team and communicate and work closely 
with the wider Eden Team to deliver the projects and programmes, Eden’s charitable aims, 
create a compelling visitor experience and help to create a robust business.  A strong 
feature of the role is working between designers and creatives and internal and external 
stakeholders and suppliers to realise designs across exhibits, artworks, seasonal live events 
and temporary exhibitions. 
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 Demands of the role 

 
Education & 
qualifications 

Qualified to degree level, with a specific Manager’s qualification 
preferable (such as ILM).  

Knowledge & skills The jobholder requires exhibit, art, live event and exhibition project 
and production management and budgetary, people management, 
creative, organization, prioritization and time management skills 
with five year’s relevant experience in the creative industry. They 
will be required to learn/understand the creative process within 
Eden’s Interpretation programme: including permanent exhibits and 
art and seasonal live events and temporary exhibitions. They will 
need to show an aptitude to take a strategic overview and have 
experience in the field of interpretive media working with a wide 
audience profile. They will have proven experience in public 
engagement. Experience of working within PC – office suite to 
include Word, Excel is a must and there will be training on using In 
house Focal Point  ordering system. Ability to bring different Eden 
teams from across site to work together. Ability to develop a 
portfolio of, and maintain good relationships with, external 
contractors and content providers (lighting, digital, technical, 
designers, makers…).  

Decision-making Responsible for making creative and strategic decisions on some of 
the content of the exhibits, art installations and seasonal live events 
programme and exhibitions. These will include decisions around 
what fits best for site aesthetics and operation, budget decisions for 
both annual budget (payroll and non-payroll) as well as project 
specific spend and suitability of the interpretive media. Major 
payroll and large scale project decisions are made in collaboration 
with the Director of Interpretation (exhibits, exhibitions, arts), the 
Director of Marketing and Live Programmes and the Executive 
Directors.  

Resourcefulness Collaborates with the other Interpretation team managers (Art 
Curator, Graphics Studio Manager, Eden Live Programme 
Producers), Director of Interpretation, other Eden staff and external 
organisations and individuals to develop and deliver innovative and 
effective interpretation. Proven problem solver, quick thinker, 
adaptable, patient and calm under pressure. 

People & asset 
management 

Responsible for management of a team of five Designer Makers, 
external artists and designers and freelance contractors. Also 
responsible for overseeing the management of production budgets 
totaling up to £1m. Responsible for the overseeing of assets 
belonging to the Interpretation and Eden Live seasonal events teams 
(technical and set) both in terms of storage and on-site 
maintenance.   
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Communication & 
visitor experience 

The jobholder will be required to communicate the status of 
exhibits, art, seasonal live events, temporary exhibitions and graphic 
works at their various stages of production to people across site 
including other senior managers. Also responsible for 
communicating programme with external artists, performers, 
contractors, digital and technical content providers and suppliers for 
their relevant roles within Eden.  
Understands and recognizes how to attract, engage and create a 
compelling, inspiring interpretation programme for visitors.   
Understands and works to Eden’s brand guidelines and charitable 
aims. 
Frequent face to face interactions with the visitor through set up 
and live periods on site. 

Operational 
environment 

Office- and site- based working in a variety of operational and 
climatic environments. Evening and weekend working is required.  
Some travelling required.  

Additional features The jobholder is required continuously to develop knowledge and 
understanding and keep abreast of industry trends and techniques.  

 

 


